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not   hornets   or   bees   but   they   were   the   small   insect-eating-   bats.   In
1924,   the   D.F.O.   North   Mandla's   bung-alow   was   infested   with   a   large
number   of   these   bats.   Apart   from   disturbed   nights,   the   musty   smell
was   over-powering,   and   in   the   morning   the   building   floor   was   littered
^ith   their   droppings.   Realizing   my   trouble,   a   Gond   orderly   cut   and
collected   the   thorny   branches   of   wild   'Ber'   (Zizyphus)   bushes.   This
plant   has   recurved   spines,   closely   grown   all   over   the   branches,   and
the   orderly   fixed   them   up   without   using   any   twine   or   ropes   under
the   roof,   at   all   likely   entrances   or   exits.   After   sunset   these   bats
tried   to   get   out   of   their   roosting   places   and   there   was   regular
screeching   for   a   long   time   from   each   and   every   bat.   As   we   know,
bats'   wings   are   made   of   membranous   skin   with   a   network   of   nerves,
and   the   recurved   spines   inflicted   very   painful   wounds.   Bats   left   the
bungalow   completely   from   that   day.

I   think,   this   experiment   is   worth   trying   on   fruit   bats   (flying
foxes).   Messrs.   I.C.I.   (India)   Ltd.,   have   advised   Mr.   E.   P.   Gee   to
use   10   lbs.   of   Opencast   Gelignite   with   a   No.   6   Detonator.   No   cost
is   given   for   one   charge   of   this   explosive.   On   the   other   hand,   one
man   can   collect   enough   thorny   branches   to   cover   the   crown   of   a
fruit-bearing   tree.   Owing   to   the   recurved   nature   of   *Ber'   thorns
one   has   only   to   hurl   these   branches   at   random   on   to   the   crown
of   the   tree   without   tying   them   up.   In   South   American   orchards
they   cover   each   tree   with   a   net   during   fruiting   season.   In   this
method   of   protecting   fruits,   they   found   that   the   bats   learned   to   creep
up   the   tree   over   the   stem   bypassing   the   net.

But   in   my   opinion   if   thorns   are   used   instead   of   expensive   nets
or   dangerous   explosives,   the   problem   of   getting   rid   of   flying   foxes
can   be   effectively   solved.

Secunderabad,
June   14,   1953.   S.   R.   DAVER

12.     WHY   DO   DEER   AND   OTHER   MAMMALS   LICK   EARTH

R.   A.   McCullough,   Research   Associate   in   the   University   of   New
Hampshire   writes  —

'We   are   trying   to   ascertain   why   deer   frequent   non-saline   brackish
licks   in   New   Hampshire.   We   have   arrived   at   the   conclusion   that   it
i:>   not   due   to   inorganic   matter   through   the   use   of   the   spectograph.
We   are   now   doing-   organic  .   analysis.

There   is   some   evidence   accumulating   here   that   there   is   a   sex
selective   factor   in   the   use   of   these   licks  —  namely,   that   the   females
make   much   heavier   use   of   them   than   do   males.   Have   you   observed
this   in   India?

I   have  only   been  able   to   find  two  references  to   the  effect   that   non-
ruminant   animals   have   been   observed   at   these   licks  —  one   observation
■each   of   a   bear   and   a   porcupine.   Do   non-ruminant   mammals   or   birds
frequent   your   licks?'

Elephants   and   tiger   are   recorded   in   previous   journals   eating   the
earth   of   'salt'   licks   as   an   aperient.      (R.   C.   Morris,   xxxviii  :   385;
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T.   Hubback,   xl  :   730.)   Members   are   invited   to   send   in   such   further
information   as   may   be   available.

114,   Apollo   Street,
Bombay,   ^   EDITORS
April   2,   1953.

13.     THE   PIED   MYNA   AND   BANK   MYNA   AS   BIRDS   OF
BOMBAY   AND   SALSETTE

When   writing-   on   the   birds   of   the   Bombay   Island   and   Salsette
(1936),   we   did   not   refer   to   the   Pied   Myna   (Stiirnopastor   contra).   It
is   a   bird   of   northern   and   eastern   India,   not   ordinarily   found   west
of   Hyderabad   in   the   Deccan   or   south   of   Masulipatam   in   the   Kistna
District.

In   1940,   however,   we   recorded   a   pair   of   Pied   Mynas   frequenting-
a   part   of   Dharavi   near   Sion   Station,   Bombay.   {J.B.N.H.S.,   Vol.   42,
p.   191.)   Subsequent   to   this   another   pair   was   noted   on   the   Dharavi-
Kurla   road   on   6th   November   1942,   followed   by   pairs   or   parties   in
December   1943,   September   1949   and   February   1951.

On   1  2th   May   1951,   a   pair   started   making   a   nest   in   a   peepal   tree
adjoining-   a   godown   at   Dharavi.   The   nest   was   of   the   usual   globular
type,   about   10   ft.   from   a   house   crow   which   was   sitting   on   eggs.
Heavy   rains,   however,   washed   out   the   nest   and   the   birds   disappeared.
On   16th   August   1  95  1   a   pair   with   fully-fledged   young-   was   noted   at
Kurla,   and   this   year   (1953)   a   pair   again   nested   in   the   same   peepal
and   hatched   three   young.

The   furthermost   record   from   this   centre   so   far   is   of   a   solitary
specimen   seen   among   a   flock   of   Jungle   Mynas   {Aetliiopsar   fuscus)   at
Powai   Lake   (about   5   miles   north   of   Dharavi)   on   21st   June   1941.

It   therefore   appears   that   a   few   birds,   doubtless   orig-inating-   from
escaped   cage   birds,   have   definitely   established   themselves   around   Sion
and  Kurla,  and  it   would  be  interesting-  to  see  how  far  they  extend  them-

selves  and   in   what   time.   Several   species   of   mynas   have   become
established   in   dift'erent   parts   of   the   world,   having   been   originally
taken   there   as   pets.

The   status   of   the   Bank   Myna   (Acridotheres   ginginianus)   around
Bombay   is   also   curious.   In   1890   Barnes   recorded   that   he   saw   them
*in   the   city   of   Bombay   busily   employed   in   excavating   holes   in   the
embankment   of   the   Wodehouse   Bridge   near   the   Railway   Station   at
Colaba  ;   they   did   not,   however,   breed   there   as   the   boys   persecuted
them   too   much'.   In   1900   there   was   a   severe   drought   in   Gujarat
where   the   Bank   Myna   is   common.   A   few   were   then   noted   around
Bombay   together   with   a   number   of   other   unusual   birds   which   were
driven   far   south   of   their   accustomed   haunts   in   search   of   a   livelihood.
During  the  last   50  years   there  has  been  no  other   record  of   this   species,
but   in   June   1953,   V.   C.   Ambedkar,   a   young   ornithological   enthusiast
from   Poona   who   was   visiting   Bombay   during   his   vacations,   reported
a   nesting   colony   from   Bandra.   According   to   him   a   small   number
have   nested   in   the   same   place   for   the   past   two   or   three   seasons.
Upon   investigation   Ave   discovered   about   six   pairs   nesting   In   holes   In
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